Identifying the mechanism of aquatic toxicity of selected compounds by hydrophobicity and electrophilicity descriptors.
The most successful quantitative structure-activity relationships (QSARs) have been developed by separating toxicants by their mechanisms of action (MOAs). However, since the activity of a chemical compound on an organism is dependent upon several physical, chemical and biological factors, among which interactions may also exist, the MOA of a compound is not easily determined. In this study, the use of discriminant analysis and logistic regression in distinguishing between narcotic and reactive compounds was investigated. The discriminating variables included hydrophobicity (log(K(ow))) and electrophilicity descriptors (S(av)(N), E(HOMO), and E(LUMO)). Classification results showed that logistic regression gave a smaller total error rate compared to discriminant analysis. Since the value of the descriptors can be calculated, the classification methods can be used in predictive toxicology.